Seasonal Gathering
(formerly known as Monthly Gathering)

a little beauty on your doorstep
What?

Inspired by the mood of the season & including various pieces from multiple collections, Anna Maria handpicks stunning combinations for patchwork or any project that needs an expert eye on color. This is a
wonderful way to get a small, collectible sampling of multiple lines. We hope that just the quarterly photo will
inspire you to think of color in a new way! The 18 half-yard cuts included will mostly be quilting cotton but
sometimes with a small dash of solid, linen, voile or yarn-dyed woven. But all perfect for patchwork! Continue
reading to learn about the risk-free process of an AMH Seasonal Gathering Subscription!

Why a subscription?

Well, lots of you asked for it! The subscription helps you get the latest from my studio without lifting a finger.
And it helps us know exactly how many stacks to prepare each season while ensuring you don't miss out! AND
Subscribers also receive a 15%off coupon code to use in our online shop for other purchases anytime!

Do I have to subscribe to get a Seasonal Stack?

Our Subscriber List will have reserved stacks waiting for them. Anything we have over that will be available for
sale to non-subscribers on a first come first serve basis. So, you can just take a little gamble every season.

How do I subscribe & and can I cancel later?

On the 13th day of January, April, July & October we will list & share the Seasonal Gathering in the shop and
on Instagram (@annamariahorner). There will be two options to purchase the stack: “Purchase Only” or
“Purchase & Subscribe”. Both options only cost the price of the stack. But by selecting the “Purchase and
Subscribe” option, you are asking us to save your Name, Address, Shipping Preference & Payment information
and allowing us to automatically use that information to send you one new stack each quarter. We will ship
and charge all subscription stacks on the 20th of January, April, July & October (and not a day before!).
Everyone will have a week between seeing the stack on the 13th of each season and it shipping to Subscribers
on the 20th of each season. This means that even if you are subscribing and don't want the stack, you can
email us and request being taken off the list. But this will take you off the list for good. To be put back on, you
will need to “Purchase & Subscribe” another stack in the future.

What if I want to return my stack?

No problem. If you received a subscription stack that you decide you don't want you can use our regular ole
return policy to send it back to us. This alone will not take you off the list unless you request it by emailing
customerservice@annamariahorner.com or include your request with your return correspondence.

How much does it cost?

Because of the small fluctuation in fabric types and therefore prices the stacks will range from $100-120 each
quarter/season. However you are only paying for the regular price of the yardage.

*January 2016 note:

The price and total annual yardage included in Seasonal Gathering is the same as Monthly Gathering.

I still have questions...

Hit us! customerservice@annamariahorner.com

